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I
ncreasing interest in nanoparticles (NPs)
due to their unique properties andmulti-
farious applications has necessitated the

development of new analytical tools for char-
acterizing NPs in a fast and reproducible
manner. In order to better understand the
fundamental properties, correlate structure�
function relationships of NPs, and optimize
NP activity for various applications, it is
important to probe single NPs. Hence, elec-
troanalytical tools for detecting and char-
acterizing individual NPs in a colloidal dis-
persion have been developed.1�17

Compton's group detected single NPs in
solution by measuring charge transfer due
to electrodeposition of metals on the sur-
face of the NP,1,2 electrodissolution of the
NP,3,4 and electroreduction of redox-active
ligands immobilized on the metal NP5

during NPs' interaction with the electrode.
Bard and co-workers developed an inno-
vative method termed “electrocatalytic
amplification” for detecting single NP colli-
sion events with a ultramicroelectrode

(UME).6�9 In this approach, a single NP is
detected by measuring charge transfer due
to the electrocatalytic reaction that occurs
on the surface of the NP upon its impact
with an inert UME, which otherwise cannot
catalyze the electrochemical reaction of
interest.6�9 Compared to other electroche-
mical methods for single NP detection,
this method offers great improvement in
measurement sensitivity because of the
continued electron flow involved with the
electrocatalytic reaction. Also, general ap-
plicability of the electrocatalytic amplifica-
tion method for single NP detection was
demonstrated by exploring various com-
binations of electrode materials (Au, Pt,
Pt-PtOx, C, and Bdopeddiamond electrode),
NPs (Pt, Au, and IrOx), and redox indictor
reactions (N2H4, water (OH

�), Hþ, H2O2, and
BH4

�).6�9 Among the above-mentioned
combinations, hydrazine oxidation with
citrate-capped Pt NPs at Au UMEs resulted
in distinguishable and reproducible catalytic
responses in certain pH conditions.7 Utilizing
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ABSTRACT Here, we report a potentiometric method for detecting single

platinum nanoparticles (Pt NPs) by measuring a change in open-circuit potential

(OCP) instead of the current during single Pt NP collisions with the mercury-modified

Pt ultramicroelectrode (Hg/Pt UME). Similar to the current�time (i�t) response

reported previously at Hg/Pt UMEs, the OCP�time (v�t) response consists of

repeated potential transient signals that return to the background level. This is

because Hg poisons the Pt NP after collision with the Hg/Pt UME due to

amalgamation and results in deactivation of the redox reaction. For individual Pt NP collisions the amplitude of the OCP signal reaches a maximum and

decays to the background level at a slower rate compared to the comparable i�t response. Due to this, OCP events are broader and more symmetrical in shape

compared to i�t “spikes.” The collision frequency of Pt NPs derived from v�t plots (0.007 to 0.020 pM�1 s�1) is in good agreement with the value derived

from i�t plots recorded at Hg/Pt UMEs (0.016 to 0.024 pM�1 s�1) under similar conditions and was found to scale linearly with Pt NP concentration. Similar to

the current response, the amplitude of the OCP response increased with the NP's size. However, unlike the change in current in a i�t response, the change in

OCP in a v�t response observed during single Pt NP collisions with Hg/Pt UME is larger than the estimated change in OCP based on the theory. Therefore, the

Pt NP sizes derived from the v�t response did not correlate with the TEM-derived Pt NP sizes. In spite of these results the potentiometric method has great

value for electroanalysis because of its significant advantages over the amperometric method such as a simpler apparatus and higher sensitivity.
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these experimental conditions (hydrazine oxidation,
citrate-capped Pt NPs) we further optimized the elec-
trocatalytic amplification method for single NP detec-
tion by replacing Au UMEs with Hg/Pt UMEs as an
electrode material.10,11 Single Pt NP collisions with a Hg/
Pt UME resulted in a reversible “spike”-shaped current�
time (i�t) response as opposed to an irreversible “step-
like” i�t response at a Au UME under similar
conditions.10,11 Additionally, compared to Au UMEs the
backgroundcurrent observedatHg/PtUMEs is 2orders of
magnitude lower, which resulted in an improved signal-
to-noise (S/N) ratio at Hg/Pt UMEs for ultrasensitive
detection of individual NP collisions. The use of Hg/Pt
UMEs also led to a reduction in surface-induced NP
aggregation and electrode-fouling processes, making
the measurements more reproducible and repeatable
for routine detection of catalytic NPs. Unwin and co-
workers recently reported a versatile pipet-based ap-
proach employing scanning electrochemical cell micro-
scopy (SECM) for studying the reactivity of single NPs.15

However, all the above-mentioned approaches are based
onmeasuring a change in current with time at a constant
potential bias duringNPs' interactionwith theUME.While
amperometric measurements are common for electro-
analysis, potentiometric methods can offer several ad-
vantages over amperometric methods such as a simpler
measurement apparatus and higher detection sensitivity.
Accordingly, Bard and co-workers recently reported

a potentiometricmethod for detecting single Pt NPs by
measuring the change in open-circuit potential (OCP)
during single Pt NP collisions with the Au UME in a
solution that does not contain a reversible redox
species.16 The OCP of a working electrode is the value
of its potential measured vs a standard reference
electrode when no external current flows.16 In the
presence of a reversible redox species in the solution,
the OCP or the true equilibrium potential where the
external current is zero is established or kinetically
controlled by the two half-reactions of the same redox
couple,16 whereas in the absence of the reversible
redox species in the solution the equilibrium potential
is determined or kinetically controlled by two or more
half-reactions, a so-called mixed potential. The mixed
potential concept was first introduced by Wagner and
Traud.18 Since then this mixed potential concept has
been extensively utilized for understanding several
processes such as corrosion,19,20 poisoning affect of
As species on Pt electrodes,21 or the deposition of Cu
on a Si wafer.22 Also, gas sensors based on the mixed
potential concept were developed for detecting H2,

23

O2,
24 NOx (NO2, N2O, NO),

25 and NH3.
26 However, Bard

and co-workers were the first to develop a method
based on the mixed potential concept for detecting
single Pt NP collision events with the Au UME using
hydrazine oxidation as a redox indicator reaction.12

Further, Bard and co-workers investigated the principle
involved in the potentiometric method for single NP

detection by monitoring the change in OCP when two
metal electrodes (Au UME, Pt nanoelectrode) were
brought into contact in a solution that contains
hydrazine (irreversible redox couple).17 OCP changes
in the form of a sequence of small mV steps were
observed both during single Pt NP collisions with the
Au UME and while the Pt nanoelectrode was in contact
with the Au UME.16,17 This potentiometric method
appeared to be more sensitive than the amperometric
method for detecting single Pt NPs that are less than
a few nanometers in size (ca. 5 nm).16,17 Here, we
describe a potentiometric method based on themixed
potential concept for observing single NP collision
events with the Hg/Pt UME through electrocatalytic
amplification utilizing similar conditions to those re-
ported in the literature.16 This newly developedmethod
has the added advantage of highly sensitive potentio-
metric detection of single NP collisionswith Hg/Pt UMEs
in a reliable and repeatable manner. This improved
detection sensitivity in turn enables the detection of
NPs that are less than a few nanometers at an ultratrace
concentration (<μM) of redox indicator reactions (e.g.,
hydrazine oxidation and proton reduction).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Compared with Hg, Pt is a better electrocatalyst
for hydrazine oxidation. The difference in the onset
potential for hydrazine oxidation at Pt and Hg UME
in 15 mM hydrazine in 50 mM phosphate buffer of
pH ∼7.5 is ca. �0.38 V (see Figure S1), whereas the
difference in the mixed OCP of Hg/Pt UME and Pt UME
in 15 mM hydrazine solution in 50 mM phosphate
buffer of pH ∼7.5 is ∼0.34 V, as shown in Figure 1A.
Here, the mixed OCP is determined by hydrazine
oxidation and proton reduction and is possibily due
to the reduction of trace amounts of oxygen. The OCP
of Hg/Pt UME and PtUME in 15mMhydrazine in 50mM
phosphate buffer of pH∼7.5 is�0.04 and�0.38 V vs a
Ag/AgCl reference electrode, respectively. The OCP at
these electrodes decreases very slowly, remaining
essentially constant with time. Figure 1B shows the
OCP�time (v�t) plot at Hg/Pt UME after injection of Pt
NPs in 15 mM hydrazine and 50 mM phosphate buffer
at pH ∼7.5. A very distinct change in the OCP in the
form of “spikes” that are much larger than the baseline
noise level (100 μV) can be seen after injecting Pt NPs
into a hydrazine solution, whereas in a control experi-
ment, where Pt NPs were introduced in 50 mM phos-
phate buffer at pH∼7.5 in the absence of hydrazine, no
distinct change in OCP was observed, as shown in
Figure 1C. This response clearly indicates that the OCP
“spikes” observed after injecting Pt NPs in hydrazine
solution are indeed due to the hydrazine oxidation
catalyzed by Pt NP during its interaction with the Hg/Pt
UME. Also, we note that current transients in the form
of “spikes”were observed while measuring the current
at a constant potential bias at Hg/Pt UME under similar
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conditions.10,11 In stark contrast, the i�t and v�t

transients observed for single Pt NP collisions with Au
UMEs under similar conditions are both in the form of
“steps”.6�8 “Spike”-shaped current transients at Hg/Pt
UME have been ascribed to the deactivation of Pt NPs
due to amalgamation after the NPs are stuck to the
Hg/Pt UME following a collision.27 However, in the case
of Au UMEs, Pt NPs retain their catalytic activity after
sticking to the electrode, which leads to an irreversible
change in current or OCP.6�8,16,17

The fundamental principle involved in observing
a change in OCP after a Pt NP collision event with the
Hg/Pt UME is illustrated schematically with current�
potential (i�E) curves in Figure 2. Once the Pt NP con-
tacts the Hg/Pt UME or is at a distance where electrons

can tunnel between the Pt NP and the Hg/Pt UME, the
Pt NP electrocatalyzes the hydrazine oxidation and the
overall oxidation current (current on the Pt NP com-
bined with the Hg/Pt UME) becomes larger than the
overall reduction current. To maintain the OCP condi-
tion, the potential shifts to a more negative value to
produce a zero net current. However, once the Pt NP
interacts with the Hg/Pt UME, Hg poisons the Pt NP due
to amalgamation, deactivates the redox reaction, and
eventually turns off the catalytic reaction. As a result,
the overall oxidation current (current on the Pt NP
combined with Hg/Pt UME) becomes smaller than the
overall reduction current. Again, to maintain the OCP
condition, the potential now shifts to a more positive
value to produce a net zero current. Hence, at theHg/Pt
UME, the v�t response is in the form of a sequence of
fewmillivolt “spikes” as opposed to “steps” at Au UMEs
under similar conditions.
In order to confirm that the observed OCP transients

are due to individual Pt NPs, single Pt NP collision
experiments with Hg/Pt UMEs were performed in
15 mM hydrazine solution containing different con-
centrations of Pt NPs. As shown in Figure 3, the
number of OCP transients increased with an increase
in Pt NP concentration, indicating that the observed
OCP transients after injecting Pt NPs are due to in-
dividual Pt NPs. Also, the collision frequency deter-
mined from v�t plots was found to be 0.007�0.02
pM�1 s�1. This value is in good agreement with the
collision frequency obtained from i�t plots recorded at
Hg/Pt UMEs (0.016�0.024 pM�1 s�1)10 and Au UMEs
(0.012�0.02 pM�1 s�1)7 under similar conditions. How-
ever, we note that if all the NPs that collide with the
UME lead to a change in current or OCP in a i�t and v�t

response recorded during single Pt NP collisions, then

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the (A) principle
involved in monitoring single Pt NP collision events at a
Hg/Pt UME, (B) half-reaction i�E curves before and after a
single Pt NP collision event on the Hg/Pt UME, (C) OCP
change caused by electrocatalytic hydrazine oxidation.

Figure 1. (A) OCP vs time plot of Hg/Pt (radius ∼12.5 μm)
and Pt UMEs (radius ∼12.5 μm) in a solution of 15 mM
hydrazine in 50 mM phosphate buffer at pH ∼7.5. The OCP
vs time curve after injecting Pt NPs in (B) 15mMhydrazine in
50 mM phosphate buffer of pH ∼7.5 and (C) 50 mM phos-
phate buffer of pH ∼7.5 in the absence of hydrazine [data
acquisition interval (tdata), 1.5 ms; NP size, ∼4.2 nm; NP
concentration, ∼2 pM].
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the NP diffusion coefficient estimated from the colli-
sion frequency observed experimentally should match
with the diffusion coefficient estimated from Stokes�
Einstein relation. However, these estimations do not
agree. The collision frequency of 3�4 nm Pt NPs
determined experimentally from i�t and v�t plots is
in the range 0.0007�0.024 pM�1 s�1.10,11 This value
corresponds to a diffusion coefficient of 2� 10�8 cm2/s.
This value is lower than the diffusion coefficient esti-
mated for 3�4 nm Pt NPs using the Stokes�Einstein
relation, which is 1� 10�8 cm2/s. This suggests that not
all the NPs that collide with the UME lead to a change in
current or OCP in a i�t, v�t response recorded during
single Pt NP collisions with the Hg/Pt UME. Rather, only
NPs that stick to the UME might lead to a change in
current or OCP in a i�t and v�t response recorded
during single Pt NP collisions with the Hg/Pt UME. The
observed frequencymore likely is a sticking probability
than the collision frequency. Another trend observed
in the case of amperometric measurements was an
increase in the amplitude of the current “spike” with
respect to Pt NP size at constant NP and hydrazine
concentration.10 Therefore, one would also expect to
observe an increase in amplitude of the OCP response
with an increase in Pt NP size at constant NP and
hydrazine concentration if the observed v�t transients
are due to individual Pt NP collisions with Hg/Pt UME.
Accordingly, single Pt NP collision experiments were
performed with two samples of Pt colloidal solution of
different particle sizes synthesized using the procedure
reported before.28 The average sizes of the NPs
were determined to be 4 ( 1 and 23 ( 8 nm from
the TEM images and respective histograms shown in
Figure S2. Figure S3A,B show representative v�t plots
recorded for the corresponding Pt NPs shown in
Figure S2A,B. The v�t plots recorded with Pt colloidal
solutions of different particle sizes showed discrete

OCP events of different amplitude. Any difference in
the OCP events is due to differences in NP size and size
polydispersity since all the other parameters except
the size of the Pt NPs were kept constant. With an
increase in Pt NP size, the amplitude of the OCP
response increased. For larger Pt NPs, sequences of
OCP events of integrated potential were concentrated
over a range of 20 to 80 mV, whereas for the smaller Pt
NPs the integrated potential under an OCP event was
concentrated over a range of 5 to 30mV. Thismeasure-
ment confirms that the observed OCP events after
injectingPtNPs inhydrazine solutionaredue to individual
Pt NP collisions. Also, this measurement suggests that the
potentiometric method can be used for differentiating
NPs of different sizes based on their catalytic activity.
In order to compare the potentiometric method

with the previously reported amperometric method
for sizing Pt NPs, we obtained both i�t and v�t plots at
the same Hg/Pt UME using aliquots of 4.2 nm Pt NPs
from the same batch of Pt NP colloidal solution. We
note that instrumental limitations such as sampling
interval can influence the nature of the current or OCP
response observed during single Pt NP collisions with
the Hg/Pt UME. Hence, to rule out the influence of
sampling interval on the nature of the current or OCP
response observed during single Pt NP collisions with
the Hg/Pt UME, we used a sampling interval of∼1.5ms
while performing both the amperometric and poten-
tiometricmeasurements. Figure 4A,B show i�t and v�t

plots recorded consecutively at the same Hg/Pt UME
after injecting 4.2 nm Pt NPs in 15 mM hydrazine in
50mMphosphate buffer solution of pH∼7.5. Although
“spike”-shaped transients were observed while mea-
suring OCP or current with time, OCP transients are
distinctly different from the current transients. At an
individual OCP event the potential reaches amaximum
amplitude and then decays to the background level
at a slower rate compared to a current “spike” (see
Figure 5). On average, at an individual OCP event the
potential reaches the maximum amplitude in ∼2.77 s
and decays to the background level in ∼10.4 s com-
pared to∼0.64 and∼2.13 s, respectively, for current in
a current “spike”. As a result, OCP transients appear
more symmetrical (broader) in shape compared to
current transients and are in the form of “peaks”.
Several factors could be responsible for the observa-
tion of broader OCP transients. For example, in general,
establishment of an equilibrium potential where the
net current is zero could be slow in potentiometric
measurements. Also, Pt NPs are deactivated due to
amalgamation after sticking to the Hg/Pt UME. There-
fore, the amalgamation process is at play along with
the two half-reactions in the case of Hg/Pt UMEs.
Hence, the amalgamation process might influence
the establishment of an equilibrium potential. The
amount of electrocatalytic current generated due to
both half-reactions is determined by the catalytically

Figure 3. (A) OCP vs time plots for single Pt NP collisions at
Hg/Pt UME (radius∼12.5 μm) in 15mM hydrazineþ 50mM
phosphate buffer pH ∼7.5 solution containing various
concentrations of Pt NPs, 1�4 pM [data acquisition interval
(tdata), 1.5 ms; NP size, ∼4.2 nm].
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active surface area of the Pt NP which in turn is
determined by the Pt NP surface area that is amalga-
mated (deactivated). For this reason, the rate at which
the amalgamation process occurs or, in other words,
how quickly a Pt NP is completely deactivated might
determine the pulse width of the v�t response. Other
factors such as perturbation of hydrazine concentra-
tion and the product diffusion being felt over a wide
range of the substrate area could also influence the
establishment of the equilibrium potential.
As reported before,12 we estimated the Pt NP size

distribution from the i�t plots using the equation for
calculating the amplitude of current at the mass
transfer limiting current generated at an individual
spherical metal NP in contact with a planar electrode.
The integrated charge passed per i�t “spike” during a
single collision event concentrated over a range of
15�75 pA (see Figure 6A). As shown in Figure S4, the
average size determined from the i�t plot (4.1 (
1.5 nm) correlated well with theory and the TEM-
derived average size (4.2 ( 1.3 nm). Further, to test
whether the change in OCP observed during single
Pt NP collisions with the Hg/Pt UME correlates with
the previously formulated theory and TEM-derived
sizes, i�E curves were simulated using the equations

reported before for estimating half-reaction currents.17

Both the simulated anodic current (iA) and cathodic
current (iC) vs potential (E) plots were constructed for a
12.5 μm Hg/Pt UME and a 4.2 nm Pt NP (Figure 7). Also
included is the overall (Hg/Pt UME þ Pt NP) iA and iC
when the Pt NP is in contact with the Hg/Pt UME. The
equations used for estimating the half-reaction cur-
rents are as follows:

iC ¼ (KC�=mO)idc exp[ �R0
Cf (E � EC

�)]

iA ¼ (KA�=mR)idA exp[(1 � R0
A)f (E � EA

�)]

where KC� and KA� are the rate constants, EC� and EA�
are the assumed standard potentials of the overall half-
reactions, idc and idA are the mass transfer limiting
currents,mO andmR are the mass transfer coefficients,
R0

C and R0
A are the charge transfer coefficients, and

f = F/RT. Table S1 shows the parameters used for gen-
erating i�E curves.
The following assumptions are made while generat-

ing the i�E curves: (1) the potential of the electrode is
controlled by single half cathodic reaction current, e.g.,
for proton or water reduction (2Hþ f H2þ 2e�), and a
single half anodic reaction current, e.g., for hydrazine
oxidation (N2H4 f N2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e�); (2) the anodic
reaction rate constant of Hg is similar to the anodic
reaction rate constant of Au. We note that, since the
anodic reaction rate constant of Hg (KA� of Hg) cannot
be determined, the anodic reaction rate constant of Au
(KA� of Au) is used instead in the calculations. Further,
the cyclic voltammograms of hydrazine oxidation at
Hg/Pt UMEs andAuUMEs show that onset potential for
hydrazine oxidation at both these electrodes are simi-
lar (see Figure S1), which indicates the assumption is
appropriate. Figure 7 shows a simulated series of iA
and iC vs E plots of Hg/Pt UME, Pt NP, and overall
(Hg/Pt UME þ Pt NP) anodic and cathodic current
when Pt NP is in contact with the Hg/Pt UME. The
intersection point of the i�E plot indicates the OCP
where the net current equals zero (iA = iC). The esti-
mated change in OCP when a 4.2 nm Pt NP contacted

Figure 4. (A) Current vs time and (B) OCP vs time plots for single Pt NP collisions at the Hg/Pt UME (radius ∼12.5 μm) in the
presence of 50 mMphosphate buffer (pH 7.5) and 15mM hydrazine with 1 pM Pt NPs [data acquisition interval (tdata), 1.5 ms;
NP size, ∼4.2 nm; NP concentration, ∼6 pM].

Figure 5. (A) Current vs time and (B) OCP vs time plots for
single Pt NP collisions at theHg/Pt UME (radius∼12.5) μm in
the presence of 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) and
15mMhydrazinewith 1 pMPt NPs [data acquisition interval
(tdata), 1.5ms; NP size,∼22.9 nm; NP concentration,∼2 pM].
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the 12.5 μm Hg/Pt UME is 8 mV. Also, as in the case of
i�t plots, the potential under the OCP spike was
integrated to determine the change in OCP observed
during singe Pt NP collisions with the Hg/Pt UMEs. The
integrated potential under an OCP spike concentrated
over a range of 5 to 30 mV (see Figure 6B). The change
in OCP observed during single Pt NP collisions with Hg/
Pt UME is larger than the estimated change based on
the theory and does not correlate with size-dependent
OCP magnitudes estimated from TEM-derived sizes.
Considering the several assumptions made to gener-
ate i�E curves, a discrepancy in the change in OCP
estimated based on theory with the observed change
in OCP is not surprising. For instance, the standard
reduction or oxidation potential is the potential in volts
vs NHE generated by half-reaction at standard condi-
tions (25 �C, 1 atm, 1 M concentration), whereas the
single Pt NP collision experiments were not performed
under these standard conditions.
We also note that at a 5 μm Au UME with ∼4 nm Pt

NPs the change in OCP concentrated over a range of
0.5 to 2 mV during single Pt NP collisions with the
electrode.16 In contrast, at a 12.5 μmHg/Pt UMEwith Pt

NPs of similar size the change in OCP concentrated
over a range of 5 to 30 mV. The change in OCP
observed at Hg/Pt UMEs during single Pt NP collisions
is 2.5 to 15 times larger than the change in OCP
observed at Au UMEs. This still is an underestimation
because the radius of Hg/Pt UMEs used in the experi-
ments is larger than the Au UME. It has been reported
in the literature that themagnitude of the OCP signal is
heavily influenced by the ratio of electrode size to Pt
NP.16,17 With an increase in the ratio of electrode size to
Pt NP size the magnitude of an OCP event should
increase. We also note that at a 12.5 μm Au UME with
4 nm Pt NPs no significant change in the OCP was ob-
servedduring singleNPcollisions. This observation clearly
indicates that utilization of Hg/Pt UMEs as a detection
platform coupled with potentiometric methods has
improved sensitivity for detection of single Pt NP colli-
sions than previously reported methods in the literature.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, here we have demonstrated that
single Pt NP collision events using Hg/Pt UMEs can
be reliably and reproducibly detected by measuring a
change in OCP. Similar to the change in current, a
change in OCP during single Pt NP collisionswith Hg/Pt
UMEs is in the form of a “spike.” In contrast to current
“spikes” resulting from controlled potential step ex-
periments, OCP “spikes” are more symmetrical in
shape, and the change in OCP observed during single
Pt NP collisions is larger than the estimated change in
OCP based on existing formulated theory. However,
the sensitivity of the potentiometric method for single
NP detection is increased due to the utilization of Hg/Pt
UMEs as an electrode material compared to Au. These
attributes in turn enable the ultrasensitive detection of
NPs that are less than a few nanometers in size.

METHODS
Chemicals. Hydrazine monohydrate (64% N2H4, 98%), chlor-

oplatinic acid hydrate (H2PtCl6, 99.9%), and mercury(II) nitrate

monohydrate (Hg(NO3)2, 98.0%) were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and used as received. The following

chemicals were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn,

Figure 6. Histograms showing the statistical distribution of all recognizable (A) potential spikes and (B) current spikes of
different amplitudes at the NP concnentration of ∼1 pM.

Figure 7. Simulated i�E plots of anodic and cathodic cur-
rent vs potential plot of Hg/Pt UME (blue) and Hg/Pt UMEþ
Pt NP (red) generated based on theory.
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NJ, USA) and used as received: sodium phosphate monobasic
monohydrate, sodium phosphate dibasic anhydrous, nitric acid
(69.3% in water), hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37% in water), and
acetone (99.9%, HPLC grade). The following additional chemi-
cals were used as received: sodium borohydride (NaBH4, 98.0%,
Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium), sodium citrate (99.0%, Alfa
Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, USA), and ethanol (99.5%, anhydrous,
Pharmco-AAPER, Brookfield, CT, USA). Nanopure water from
a Barnstead nanopure filtration system having a resistivity of
18 MΩ cm was used for all experiments.

Synthesis of Pt Nanoparticles. Pt NPs of two different sizes were
synthesized following a procedure previously reported.28 Pt seed
particles were synthesized by adding 6.97 mL of a 0.2% chlor-
oplatinic acid hexahydrate solution to 89.9mLof boilingnanopure
water (resistivity of >19MΩ cm from a Barnstead nanopure water
system). After 1 min, 2.13 mL of a solution containing 1% sodium
citrate and 0.05% citric acid was added. After an additional 30 s,
1.06 mL of freshly prepared solution containing 0.08% sodium
borohydrate, 1% sodium citrate, and 0.05% citric acid solutionwas
added. The solution was allowed to boil for another 10 min.

Pt NPs of larger diameter were prepared by adding 1 mL of
the Pt seed solution described above to 29 mL of nanopure
water at room temperature. To this was added 0.045mL of 0.4M
chloroplatinic acid solution. To this solution was added 0.5 mL
of a solution containing 1% sodium citrate and 1.25% L-ascorbic
acid solution. Themixture was then heated slowly to the boiling
point over a period of ∼30 min under stirring. The solution
turned dark, indicating the formation of Pt NPs. Pt NP solutions
were dialyzed to remove excess salts.

Fabrication of Hg/Pt UME. Hg/Pt UMEs were fabricated by
following the procedure reported before.29 Hg was electro-
plated onto the platinum surface from a solution containing
5.7 mM mercury nitrate, 0.5% concentrated nitric acid, and 1 M
potassium nitrate by holding the potential at �0.1 V vs a
Ag/AgCl reference electrode for 333 s. The onset potential for
H2 evolution before and after electrodepositing Hg on the Pt
surface was tested to confirm the modification of the Pt UME
surface with Hg (see Figure S5).

Instrumentation. Cyclic voltammetry, chronoamperometry,
and potentiometric measurements were performed with a
three-electrode cell containing about 20 mL of electrolyte,
controlled by an electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments,
Austin, TX, USA, model 700A). Ag/AgCl was used as a reference
electrode. Throughout the experiment the electrochemical cell
was maintained as vibration-free as possible under a Faraday
cage in an Ar environment. The current and OCP were recorded
vs time before and after injecting NP solution. A sampling inter-
val of ∼1.5 ms and the default filter setting were used while
performing both amperometric and potentiometric measure-
ments. Also to ensure proper distribution of Pt NPs in solution,
the solutionwas bubbled with Ar for 10 s after injecting NPs. Due
to the opening and closing of the Faraday cage for injecting the
NPs, noise would appear in the i�t and v�t plots. TEM images
were acquired from a Jeol 2010F TEM operated at 200 kV.
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